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been so dangerous in so many countries, so that archiving itself would have been
highly risky.
It is of course tempting to quote, though words - mine at least - can't handle
the likely visual impact. One image on the back cover is titled MEDIA BURN: The
Nation's leading mental crippler, and shows a radio set with the words "What are
YOU doing to protect yourself from:" - and a clawed hand is stretching out of the
set through three discs labeled Misinformation, Half-truths and Mind Rot, and
about to dig into a conventionally dressed man's head. It is as bluntly confronta-
tional as the Other Scenes cover here (pAl), showing deep cleavage in a woman's
buttocks, with 1968's three U.S. presidential candidates' names (Humphrey, Nixon
and Wallace) exiting her anus. (These styles are to a degree reminiscent of James
Gillray, the noted political cartoonist of late Georgian England.)
The late David Widgery, briefly editor of Oz, has a 1972 column reproduced
here (pp. 206-7) in which he tersely and effectively sums up the trajectory of the
underground press in Britain, one which echoes similar stories elsewhere and which
it behooves us to keep in mind as we leaf through the pages of this book. He wrote
in it: "The truth of the matter is not that The-Leaders-Sold-Out or that-something-
greatly-beautious[sic]-grew-cankered, but that the underground got smashed, good
and proper by exactly those forces of which it stood in defiance. It was smashed
because it could not, by 1968, be laughed at or ignored or patronised any longer."
As we look with justified admiration at the sometimes brilliant color and artistic
flair of these excerpts, and also take pleasure in some of their craziness, let us not
omit that reality.
John Downing
Global Media Research Center, Southern illinois University
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This book is a second major intervention into analysis and debate on the themes of
media reform by Bob Hackett and a co-contributor within the space of two years
(see Hackett & Zhao, 2005). That text contained a series of international studies by
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various authors and to a considerable degree spanned the globe. This one is rather
more conceptual in character, and mostly focuses empirically on Canada, the USA
and Britain. (In the interests of frank disclosure, let me note up front that the au-
thors quite frequently cite favorably two publications by this reviewer.)
After an introductory chapter outlining eight facets of what the authors term
the "democratic deficit" in mainstream media, chapters 2-4 engage with conceptual
debates, firstly concerning the relation between media and power, then about the
relation between media and social movements, and thirdly over various ways of
defining media democratization, focusing especially on the People's Communica-
tion Charter. Their discussion includes evaluative critiques of conservative and
market-liberal definitions of media functions within democracy.
Chapters 5 and 6 focus, respectively, on the history of two advocacy groups
for media reform, Media Alliance in the San Francisco Bay area, and the British-
based Campaign for Press and Broadcasting Freedom. Chapters 7 and 8 review and
evaluate obstacles to, and opportunities for, media reform activism. Chapter 9 sum-
marizes the responses of fifty-plus Vancouver media activists and social activists,
more or less evenly divided between the two categories.
In chapter 10, the authors argue, on the basis of their empirical studies as well
as their conceptual discussions, that media reform activism needs to see itself as a
service pivot of social justice activism across the board, or as they term it, a
"nexus" of a variety of progressive political campaigns and struggles. In their con-
cluding chapter, the authors take that thought some steps further, visualizing media
activism as "a point of articulation between movements, transforming and lending
coherence to the broad field of movement activism as a counterhegemonic forma-
tion" (p. 199). (They explicitly deploy the term "counterhegemonic" in opposition
to a post-modernist "anti-hegemonic" frame, in other words to denote a commit-
ment to the potential for relatively integrated, rather than culturally fragmented,
activism.)
Without question, this book is a significant contribution to current movements
for and their debates concerning media reform. It definitely deserves a wide reader-
ship. In my judgment, its insistent plea for the integration of media activist strate-
gies with social justice movements is crucial. Its empirical sections are certainly
informative and original, and are made good use of in the overall discussion.
That said, let me voice a couple of points at which I would distance myself
from this work. Firstly, although the authors refer from time to time to issues such
as media literacy and the internet, their principal focus in "media reform" is on
mainstream broadcast, print and cinematic media, and movement-media projects.
Yet the media reform movement also embraces issues of surveillance and privacy,
net neutrality, digital exclusion, code, and the politics of electronic spectrum, and if
it did not, it would need to.
A second issue is the conceptual analysis, particularly in the early chapters.
The arguments, in my judgment, are soundly and carefully constructed, but the lan-
guage of the discussion is very condensed at a number of points, succinctly alluding
to a great variety of terms and authors rather than always elucidating them for those
readers whose range of sources does not encompass the considerable variety of the
authors'. Fewer citations and allusions might have enabled the argument to have
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more bounce, without losing anything crucial in the process. I would recommend
that the authors consider producing an abbreviated cadet version of their book as a
webpage monograph that could be widely diffused and discussed within global
social justice movements.
Lastly, let me conclude with a point for debate. On their final page, the au-
thors approvingly quote a Canadian activist attacking many media reformers' focus
on de-regulation, commercialism, foreign ownership, public access, alternative me-
dia, and content diversity as producing "de-contextualized red herrings" (p. 209),
rather than taking social justice as the basis for everything else. That social justice
must be the linchpin of media reform activism, and that media-centrism is both
politically naIve and sociologically silly, seem entirely obvious to this reviewer.
The point that worries me, even conceding the demands of rhetoric, is the claim
that the specificities the Canadian critic lists are no less relevant to social justice
than detailed and expert knowledge of public housing, immigration, or health care
rules and procedures. Irritation with the dull specifics of social justice leads fairly
quickly to the armchair.
John Downing
Global Media Research Center, Southern Illinois University
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